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the problem is that i am unable to detect the ps3eye camera in the computer because im unable to find the location of the
device in the computer. please help me to find the device location so i can install the driver to that location. i have

downloaded the ps3eyesetup (v3.0.0901) (md-5: 2774325719386c063ecbccf907f0636f) and it said that the ps3 eye devices
driver was installed successfully. however, when i run the cl-eye test it says that no camera was found and the same thing

happened when i opened skype and and went to camera settings. can anyone help me with this as im not sure i downloaded
the right file. i have a question about the ps3eye camera. do you have any one using this camera? i would like to know if it is
possible to use the camera for video calling with people who have other webcam of course. so i am thinking if the camera is

working fine and if it is possible to send the video to a speacial person? so i would need to use the camera and setup a special
contact. so i think if i could do that i can use the camera for video calling. please help me to know how to do that. also it would

be good to know if it is possible to use it for video chatting with the webcam of my computer. i have a logitech quickcam. i
have a question about the ps3eye camera. do you have any one using this camera? i would like to know if it is possible to use
the camera for video calling with people who have other webcam of course. so i am thinking if the camera is working fine and

if it is possible to send the video to a speacial person? so i would need to use the camera and setup a special contact. so i
think if i could do that i can use the camera for video calling. please help me to know how to do that.
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ive tried this out on msn, but with limited success at first it would
crash live messenger whenever i accessed the audio and video setup
after restarting my machine (running vista home premium 32bit) the

audio/video wizard detected the camera, but wouldnt save changes to
the resolution or framerate also it says that the camera is either

unplugged or in use when i click on webcam settings trying to show
my cam results in an automatic cancellation some, pleassssssse helpp

me out if you can and get back to me at crvntsjyahoo.com. i
downloaded the ps3eyefile and installed it. everything is as it should
be in the device manager. i open up the test app, i click start capture
and then a black mall box appears in the top left corner reading fps

0.00and i get no footage, yet the blue and red light are on my camera.
then i go to the amcap and it shows the ps3 eye as the device, and so

i click capture and then it tells me cannot render video capture
screenwhat give!! why am i getting just a black screen as if theres

something covering the lense please help!!! i have a problem with the
drivers you’re trying to install with your ps3eye.ax and unistaller. i

downloaded the setup files you sent me, but when i run the setup file,
it tells me i need to update the driver to the latest version. i’m running
windows 7 home premium. the driver version is 2.0b81019. but when i

run your setup program, it says the version is 1.0b81008. i have a
sony ericsson phone with an eye webcam. i do not have the psp eye
webcam. when i plug in the camera, i see it in device manager and i

can see the ps3eye in usbview. i can also see it in the ps3eyetest
program. i have also found that i can use the ps3eyetest program to
record video from the camera. when i view the video, the ps3eye is

visible, as well as the lens in the video. 5ec8ef588b
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